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Social Science and Humanities 
Adhikari, Ambil<a Prasad 
Developing appropriate standards for low-income housing for Kathmandu, Nepal. Dr.Des. Harvard 
University Graduate School of Design, 1990. 201p11. Order Number DA9109676. 
Thjs thesis develops a framework for and indicative models of appropriate physical standards for low 
income dwellings and subdivisions in Kathmandu, Nepal. Presently, official housing standards in Kathmandu 
consist of only a few scattered and ineffective regulations. As a result, institutionally planned schemes typically 
utilize higher standards, creating uneconomical, and aesthetically inappropriate housing, and informal 
housing in unsanitary, inaccessible, and difficult to upgrade. 
In the third world, existing legal standards have been problematic, and have been consistently challenged 
by enlightened housing professionals. Use of more "appropriate housing standards" (AHS) is now 
recommended by all concerned, to facilitate low income housing. But AHS are not well defined, beyond being 
understood to imply lower numerical parameters, and lower levels of technology. 
This thesis proposes that AHS should be primarily qualitative indicators of housing that satisfy both the 
site specific and universally valid norms. An approach to define AHS for Kathmandu is developed by studying 
the local housing practices: traditional and modern, both of which exhibit respective strengths and weaknesses. 
A synthesis of traditional and modern systems is proposed to be the basis of AHS for Kathmandu. However, 
basic principles of AHS should be derived from traditions, because cultural validity remains a central 
requirement of housing. 
For density, aesthetics. and typology it is recommended to follow the traditional patterns, whereas damp 
and water proofing, solar control , sanitation, and ·access should utilize the modern techniques. Sample 
standards and guidelines appropriate for Kathmandu, are proposed for selected components of subdivision and 
dwelling. Because presently, only selected standards can be enforced, standards for access should be 
implemented as the highest priority, followed by those for density, open space, and dwelling design. 
Enforcement of these standards is critical to avoid the excessive cost of upgrading the housing in future. 
Dissertation Abstracts Internationalvol. 51. no. II. May 1991 . p.353 7-A 
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Basnyat, Singha Bahadur 
Nepal-US relations, 1947-1989: A study of small power/great power inte ractions. Ph.D. The George 
Washington University , 1990. 370pp. Director: Bernard Re ich. Order Nu mber DA9020290. 
Nepal and the United States, two vast ly unequal acto rs in international politics, have engaged in a 
relationship for the last 40 years. This disse1iation focuses on Nepal 's effort to preserve its independence by 
pursuing its foreign and domestic po licies despite changing pressures from the United States. 
Containment ofthe Communist threat was at the core oft he American policy toward South Asia and Nepal 
in the 1950s. Nepal's major concern was the preservation of its independence as a small power, and Nepal-
U.S. relations seemed to suffer from stress during this period. The United States (because of its global interest 
in balance of power) was opposed to China, while Nepal (because of its strategy for survival) insisted on 
maintaining a close relationship with China. The United States exerted pressure on Nepal to change the course 
ofitsfriendly relations with China. This pressure was visible in the form ofU.S. intentions to conduct relations 
with Nepal by tacitly supporting India's objectives in Nepal. As India 'sthreat to Nepal's independence seemed 
to be increasing, Nepal was seen as preferring a direct bilateral relationship with the U.S. rather than an India-
centered U.S. policy. 
As the Sino-U.S. dialogue opened during the Nixon admin istrat ion in the 1970s, U.S. policy toward South 
Asia appeared to have changed. The United States now pursued a policy that showed more support for the 
independence of each country that sought peace. economic progress, and regional stability in South Asia . Both 
the United States and the Soviet Union seemed to consider that South Asia could be stable if India, as the 
regional power, extended its full support. The United States supported India until the 1960s for this purpose. 
However, regional stability did not become a reality, as India appeared unable to resolve disputes with its 
neighbors (possibly excluding Bhutan). 
Similarly, after the signing of the Indo-Soviet Treaty in 1971 , the Soviet Union supported India as a 
regional power, although the smaller countr ies ofSouth Asia were soon in opposition to a perceived Indo-Soviet 
threat. Thus, the great powers' policy of looking at South Asia through the perspective of regional power was 
found not to be helpful to the cause of regional stability. 
Dissertation Abstracts Interna tional val. 51. no. 3. September 1990, p. 99-1-A 
Benjamin, Paul Frederic 
Local organization for development in Nepal. Ph.D. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
1989. 516pp., Director: Dorothy Holland. Order Number DA9032931. 
Organization for local development in Nepal is not a local phenomenon; it is rather a political and 
bureaucratic hierarchy that stretches from the village to the capital city of Kathmandu . In the midst of a formal 
·administrative program for decentralization in Nepal, authority is actually being recentralized through the 
selection of "government candidates" that are promoted fo r local office by central authorities. Local 
organization that promises to be effective but not strictly part of the Panchayat System is suspect and subject 
to efforts of disorganization by the central government. 
The dissertation is written on two levels . One level is conventional and contains straightforward 
descriptions of political and bureaucratic hiera rchies that affect village development efforts. On another level, 
a series of vignettes on Nepal are included. Some ofthese vignettes are personal reflections about life in Nepal 
and America, . others are narratives about events or incidents in Nepal, and others are dialogues with people 
in Nepal. The objective is to build a tacit knowledge that would promote a deeper understanding of Nepal than 
strictly descriptive material could achieve. 
Dissertation Abstracts International val. 51, no. 7. JaniiOIJ' 1991. p. 2-136-A 
Bhatta, Gambhir Dev 
Polarization and decentralization approaches to spatial development: A case study of Nepal. Ph.D. 
University of Pittsburgh, 1990. 339pp. Chairman: Clyde Weaver Order NumberDA9106770 
Ever since the government of Nepal initiated national planning in 1956, the fact that well over 90% of 
the country is rural has always affected the way planners have formulated the problem of underdevelopment 
in Nepal. The process of seeking to enhance rural development has taken the government across a gamut of 
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planning scopes from openly embracing Perrouvian growth poles in abstract space to downright functional and 
localized service centers at the district level. 
This study analyzes the nature of the dual problems inherent in the regional question in Nepal, i.e., that 
of: (a) high degree of incidence of poverty (especially in the Mountains and Hills); and (b) persistence of spatial 
disparities such that the weak Hi ll/Mountain economy is increasingly being dominated by the vibrant Terai 
and Kathmandu economies. 
The analysis of these problems is contained within the framework of polarization and decentralization 
approaches to spatial development. While conceptually (such as in the direction of spread), and at the policy 
level, they differ markedly, methodologically, these two approaches employ the same tool (i.e., the urban 
hierarchy) for diffusion of growth. 
Pursuant to the ideas embedded in these approaches and general spatial development theory, the study 
employs the concept of"regional dynamics" as an analytical tool The elements of such regional dynamics 
are urbanization, internal migration, and market structure and development. Both the polarization and 
decentralization approaches are viewed in terms of these elements. 
The study concludes that, given the nature of the spatial structures and the economy in Nepal, the 
polarization approach fails to provide an adequate policy framework for spatial development. Instead, the 
government's focus should continue to be on policy implications inherent in the decentralization approach 
wherein (a) in the short-run, poverty alleviation programs in the Mountains and Hills are emphasized; and (b) 
in the long-run, programs for development of secondary cities and intermediate-size towns for proper 
articulation of the urban hierarchy are emphasized. 
Dissertation Abstracts International vo1.51 no. 10 Aprill 991 p.353-1-A 
BJorn, Mat·griet Lyde Brechta 
Depicted deities: Painters' model books in Nepal . Dr., 1989. Rijksuniversiteit te Utrecht (The 
Netherlands), lOlpp., (51/1379c) ISBN: 90-6980-029-2. Published by Egbert Forsten 
Publishing, P.O. Box 6148, 9702 HC Groningen, The Netherlands. 
This book deals \ovith the rules of art. More specifically, it treats the unwritten rules of Nepalese religious 
art as they are laid down in' model books. ' These manuscripts can be seen as manuals for the artists, revealing 
the correct way to represent any of some 2000 godlyfig11res in visual m1. The representation of these gods, 
all with their pmiicular attributes, was (and is) subject to relatively strict rules. The books, of a type which 
is also found in Europe in the early Middle Ages. have developed into a special tradition in Nepal, where a 
significant number of model books dating back to the 15th century were found. The author of this study (the 
first in its kind) has traced the chronological development of some ISO popular Hindu deities to determine the 
meaning of these model books for the artists using them. and to see if the representation of these gods is related 
to changes in society. 
In order to answer these fundamental questions, the author has not only studied the sketches in numerous 
model books and compared drawings oft he same de it}' in different books, she has also compared sketches with 
written iconographic descriptions in ancient (still unpublished) manuscripts, and sketches with executed art 
such as paintings, woodcarvings and miniatures. Her main area ofsludywas the town ofBhaktapur in the valley 
ofKathmandu. The book is illustrated with 80 pictures. 
Dissertation Abstmcts international vol. 51 . no. 3. Fall 1990. p.J:!9-330-C 
Cozoti, Daniel Geoffrey 
Unique tenets of the Middle Way Consequence School: The systematization of the Jlhilosophy of the 
Indian Buddhist prasailgika-madhyamika school by the Tibetan Gelul<:-ba scholastic tradition. 
Ph.D. Universi~l' of Virgi11ia, 1989. 5-!6pp. Order Number DA9016586 
Nagarjuna (1st centu1y), the founder of the Buddhist Middle Way School (dbu rna, madhyamika), was 
apparently not concerned with building an elaborate philosophical edifice to explicate the ramifications 
of his radical teaching that ail phenomena lack inheren I existence (rang bzhin gyis grub pa,svabhavasiddhi). 
Chandraklrti, who most later scholars identify as the founder of the Consequence School (thai gyur pa, 
prasailgika) branch of the Middle Way School, wrote a great deal to defend and extend Nagarjunas 
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thought, distinguishing it from that of othe r Buddhist philosophe rs. Tibe tans of the Ge-luk-ba (dge lugs 
pa) monastic order have carefully mined these Indian riches, ide ntifying "unique tene ts" (!hun mong rna 
yin pai grub mtha) of the Consequence School that they enumera ted and discussed at le ngth . 
This dissertation is a study of the "unique te nets" as found in the most extensive and penetrating of 
Tibetan works on the philosophical tenets of the Indian schools, Jam-yang-shay-bas (Jam dbyangs bzhad 
pa, 1648-1721) Great Exposition of Tene ts (grub mtha chen mo ), and Jang-gyas (Leang skya, 1717-86) 
Presentation ofTenets (grub mthai rnam bzhag), along with Ngak-wang-bel-dens (Ngagdbangdpalldan, 
b.1797)Annotations for the "Great Exposition ofTene ts " (grub mtha chen moi mchan grel). Relevant 
portions of these works are translated and annotated. 
The "unique tenets" mainly comprise Consequentialist refuta tions of the positions of other 
principal Buddhist schools, particularly the Mind-Only School (sems tsam, cittamatra) and Middle Way 
Autonomy School (dbu rna rang rgyud pa, svatantrika-madhyamika). It is argued that according to these 
Ge-luk-ba sources, (1) the Consequcntialist strategy in these instances is to claim that their opponents 
engage in ultimate analysis, meaning that they either postulate metaphysical entities that could be found 
upon analysis, or that they have used a Middle Way-type analysis themselves to refute the valid 
conventions of the world, and (2) the Consequentialists are not mere nay-sayers, but offer their own 
positive, albeit subtle, alternative to the positions they refute. In the first part of the dissertation, a few 
of the "unique tenets" are discussed at length . 
Dissertation Abstracts International vo/. 51 . no. 3. Seplember 1990. p.88:!-A 
Desjarlais, Robert Raymond 
Samsara's sadness: Sherpa shamanism and the calling of lost souls. Ph.D. Unil'ersity of California, Los 
Angeles, 1990. 566pp. Chair: John G. Kennedy. Order Number DA9035237. 
The Yolmo Sherpa ofHelambu, Nepal often fall ill when the loss of their ' soul' causes one to lose the 
strength and volition to eat, work, sleep and socialize. If one suffers from ' soul loss,' a bomb a or shaman may 
be asked to ritually 'call' the lost soul back into the body of his patient. This dissertation examines the 
phenomena of 'soul loss' and shamanic healing among the Yolmo to develop a psychocultural theory of the 
interrelations between emotions, illness and healing. An interpretive, phenomenological methodology 
combines a "meaning-centered" approach with a "person-centered" one to study the link between cultural 
representations and personal experience. The opening chapters lay out the basic orientations of Yolmo 
personhood-how cultural notions of body, self, space, knowledge, gender and emotions shape experiences 
of illness and healing. The central chapter integrates these analytical strands to account for the prevalence 
and nature of 'soul loss' among the Yolmo. The final chapters examine the aesthetic, symbolic and 
psychosocial dynamics ofshamanic healing, particularly the "calling" oflost souls. Case studies help explore 
the emotional bases ofYolmo illness and the efficacy ofshamanic healing. Several short "fictional" sketches 
alternate with each analytical chapter to offer an imaginative text in counterpoint to the sociocultural context. 
The main thesis is that emotional distress, pat1icularly sentiments of loss, lie at the heart of Yolmo 
experiences of 'soul loss.' Sociocultural constraints on the expression and understanding of emotions leads 
to a cultural climate in which personal distress often remains una11iculated and unresolved. Individuals 
experiencing emotional distress, consequently, find it difficult to communicate their plight to others. These 
tensions directly relate to the experience of ' soul loss,' for culturally shaped sentiments of grief, sadness, 
anxiety and despair are shown to lie at the causal root of this depressive illness. Shamanic healing offers an 
indirect, culturally constituted medium through which this private distress is voiced, acknowledged and 
potentially transformed. · 
Dissertation Abstracts Jnrernalional vol. 51, no. 7. Jan11my 1991. pp.2436-37-A 
Dhaka!, Deo Narayan S. . 
Hydropower development in Bhutan: An analytical framework for evaluating prospects and strategy. 
Ph.D. Colorado School of Mines, 1990. 
Using basic principles ofapplied welfare economics, the dissertation analyzes the benefits of hydropower 
development in Bhutan. Concepts of rent and marginal costs are used to estimate hydroelectricity rent; the 
optimal stacking principle is used for analyzing long-term electricity prospects. 
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In 1989 prices, excluding the pollution control cost, the long run marginal cost (LRMC) of peak load 
generation for India's eastern region is Rs 2.0/kWh; base load generation, Rs .70/kwh; and fuel cost, Rs .36/ 
kwh. At these marginal costs, the annual rent for Bhutan's hydro will be Rs 20 billion if the capital cost is 
Rs 20,000/KW; Rs 16 billion if the capital cost is Rs 30,000/KW; and Rs 11 billion if the capital cost is Rs 
40,000/KW. Opportunity exists in sharing the rent should Bhutan and India cooperate in hydropower 
development. 
An economic analysis of the 336 MW Chukha Hyde! project, a turnkey enterprise completed by India in 
November 1988 under bilateral assistance, showed that the distribution of rent was 37.4% for Bhutan and 
62.6% for India. This distribution approximates the share of capital on the project invested by each country. 
While the distribution can be considered fair in the Chukha 's arrangement, it is not desirable to duplicate it 
in other projects since it hedges India's share of capital in bilateral assistance. 
Bhutan with 41.3 billion kWh of hydroelectric potential, must evolve a standard benefit-sharing 
framework in commercial terms. India's eastern region has a hydropower shortage. By the year 2000, it would 
require as much as 25 billion kWh of hydroelectricity to maintain an optimal hydro-thermal ratio of 40:60. 
Given the demand prospects in the eastern region, competitiveness ofBhutan 's hydroelectricity with coal 
and gas, and positive externalities associated with the hydroelectric projects to the people in the plains, India 
should take greater interest in Bhutan's hydropower development in the future. 
Therefore, Bhutan must carefully craft its hydro development strategy, taking note of possible competition 
from Nepal and the northeast , for capturing India's growing electricity market in the eastern region. 
Dissertation Abstracts international val. 51, no. 3, Septe111ber 1990. p.946-A 
Enslin, Elizabeth Mary Winona 
The dynamics of gender·, class and caste in a women's movement in rural Nepal. Ph.D. Stanford 
University, 1990. 215pp. Adviser: Jane Collier Order Number DA 9102258 
The dynamics of social inequality remain relatively unexplored in Nepal because of analytical approaches 
which divorce power from culture. Based on 12 months of field research in Chitwan District, this dissertation 
examines dynamics of cultural and political contestation in a women's campaign to claim community space. 
It argues that a focus on gender can illuminate some of the central dynamics of culture and power in the 
theocracy of Nepal. Gender should be central to social analysis, not because it is about women, who have been 
overlooked; but because it is about relations of domination and resistance over what is at stake in culture and 
political economy. The emergence of the women's movement in Jhalakpur in March 1988, uniting women 
across class and ethnic boundaries, gave historical prominence to gender inequalities. It offers a unique case 
for analyzing the ways in which relations of domination and resistance are played out on the field of gender. 
Based on direct participation. this disset1ation traces the development oft he rural women 'scampaignfrom 
literacy classes to mass mobilization. By focusing on meetings, rallies, weddings and rituals which took place 
during the months of political organizing, it explores the links between gender and other social inequalities. 
By analyzing the ways in which gender gives meaning to class, ethnic and class inequality, this dissertation 
reveals the local operations of culture and political economy. It also demonstrates the importance ofwomen 
as agents of resistance and change and thus challenges conventional thinking on women's weak political 
participation in Nepal. In fact it concludes that the women's movement in Jhalakpur challenged some of the 
most central social inequalities in Nepal. The cultural and political contestation in this village, mapped out 
on the terrain of gender, reflected a microcosm of broader ruptures in the fabric of power in Nepal. 
Dissertation Abstracts international val. 51. 110. 8. FebmWJ' /991. p.2794-A 
Genetti, Carol Elaine 
A Descriptive and Historical Account of the Dolakha Newari Dialect. Ph.D. University of Oregon, 1990. 
379pp. Adviser: Scott DeLancey. Order Number DA9111112 
This thesis is a descriptive and historical account of the Dolakha dialect of Newari , a Tibeto-Burman 
language spoken in Nepal. The split between the Dolakha dialect and other dialects of Newari occurred a 
minimum of seven hundred years ago. So while this dialect still retains vocabulary and grammatical features 
which clearly indicate its Ne\vari origins. it has undergone sufficient change to be truly mutually unintelligible 
with the standard dialect spoken in Knthmandu. 
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The Dolakha dialect differs significantly from the Kathmandu dialect in vit1ually evet)' subsystem of the 
grammar. The most notable variation is found in the verb morphology, since Dolakha exhibits agreement with 
the person and number of the subject, while the KathmandumoqJhology codes a complex system based on the 
interaction of speech act and evidential distinctions with no true agreement with person or number. Other 
significant differences include the presence of retronex and syllable final consonants, the morphology of 
nominalized and relative clauses, and the role of grammatical relations. 
This thesis provides a description of the phonology, morphology and syntax of the Dolakha dialect. 
Accompanying the description is a comparison with Kathmandu dialect and discussion of the historical 
implications of the data for the reconstruction of Proto-Newari and the paths of divergence which led to the 
synchronic systems. 
Dissertation Abstracts International val. 51 no. 11 Afay 1991 p. 3 7.?3-A 
Kunwar, Narayan 
Roles of field level agricultural extension workers in Nepal as perceived by agricultural extension 
personnel. Ph.D. Iowa State University, 1989. 20-tpp. Supet·visor: David L. Williams Order 
Number DA9014919 
As field level agricultural extension workers in Nepal. Junior Technical Assistants (JT As) have various 
roles to perform. However, the roles expected of them are not clear and specific. 
A study was conducted to determine the demographic characteristics of extension personnel , to determine 
if significant differences existed in the perceptions of various groups of extension personnel for the impot1ance 
of IT As' roles and the performance of those roles, and to determine if significant differences existed between 
the importance and performance of JT As ' roles as perceived by each group of extension personnel. Seven 
hypotheses were developed and tested in line with the objectives of the study. 
An instrument was specifically developed to collect data from 215 JT As at the field level , 7 5 Agricultural 
Development Officers (ADOs) at the supervisot)' level , and 18 administrators at the top policy making level. 
The results of the study indicated that a large majority of JT As were below 35 years of age, and more than 
50% had only a high school education. The results also indicated that the most important tasks were not the 
best performed tasks, or the best performed tasks were not the most impot1ant tasks. 
Significant differences were observed in the perceptions of JT As, ADOs, and administrators and also in 
the perceptions of JTAs and ADOs in the two geographic regions for the importance of IT As' roles and the 
performance of those roles . Significant eli fferences were also observed in the perceptions of IT As in the five 
developmental regions for the importance of roles, but not for the performance of roles. 
Highly significant differences were observed bet ween the importance of JT As' roles and the performance 
of those roles as perceived by each group of e.\tension personnel. The perceptions for performance were at a 
significantly lower level than the perceptions for importance. 
Extension personnel , particularly JT As, suggested that i nservice training for JT As be instituted, farm 
inputs and teaching materials be adequately and timely supplied, and housing and office facilities be given to 
IT As. 
Recommendations were made for the specific roles of JT As and effective performance of those roles. 
Dissertation Abstracts International val. 51 no. 5 Nove111b er 1990 p. 1 ./8./-A 
Leech, Charles Russell, III 
Tibetan Buddhist/Newari Buddhist intet1'ace in the Kathmandu Valley. Ph.D. Tlze University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, 1990. 210pp. Supet·visor: David Knipe Order Number DA9108725. 
This dissertation discusses the historical and religious relations between the Newars of the Kathmandu 
Valley of Nepal and their Tibetan Buddhist counterparts. The primary subject of inquiry is the modern-day 
Tibetan Buddhist influence on what are commonly perceived to be declining Newari Buddhist religious 
institutions. After presenting an overview of the historical relations and respective religious practices of the 
Newarsand Tibetan Buddhists, the paper assesses the factors limiting religious interaction between the Tibetan 
Buddhists refugees and the Newari Buddhists. 
Dissertation Abstracts International vo/.51 no. 1.? June 199/ p . ./ 158-./ /59-A 
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Makransky, John J. 
Controversy over Dharmak.aya in Indo-Tibetan Buddhism: An historical-critical analysis of 
"AbhisamayalarpJdira" chapterS and its commentaries in relation to the large" Prajffiiparamita 
Sutra" and the Yogacara tradition. Ph.D. The University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1990. 652pp. 
Supet-visor: Geshe Lhundu11 Sopa Order Numbet· DA9106690 
The Abhisamayalaf]1kara, a foundational Mahayana te:-;t ascribed to Maitreyanatha, became one ofthe 
most popular treatises in late Indian and Tibetan Buddhism. It purports to summarize all the yogic practices 
and realization (abhisamaya) of Buddhism. Its eighth and final chapter describes the realization of 
Dharmakaya, a Buddha's enlightenment, in terms of multiple buddhakayas (literally "Buddha bodies," a 
Buddha's modes of being and function). 
By the late 8th centUI)' CE in India, however, a disagreement developed over the meaning of the 
Abhisamayalaf]1karas eighth chapter on buddha hood (in particular whether three offour buddhakayas were 
intended) and that disagreement has continued even up to the present day, carried on by different Indo-Tibetan 
interpretive traditions. The controversy has operated on two hermeneutic levels. Scholars disagreed over the 
proper philological interpretation. But more importantly, they used the text as a point of departure to disagree 
on the proper way to conceive and e:-;press the enlightenment of a Buddha. 
The first eight chapters of this dissertation use source criticism, redaction criticism, comparative, and 
philological methods to determine the literal)' sources and composite structure of Abhisamayalaf]1kara 
chapter 8. This analysis demonstrates that the author intended three (and not four) buddhakayas, and also 
accounts for unique peculiarities in the e:-;pression of the te:-;t (e.g. the fact that it defines svabhavikakaya in 
terms of buddhadharmas and sar]lbhogikakiiya in terms of marks and signs for the first time in Indian 
literature). Comparative analysis of the Abhisamayalaf]lkara and Yogacara te:-;ts sheds new light on the 
morphologies and semantics of the kiiya terms. 
Chapters nine through twelve of the dissertation trace the continuum of debate over buddhakayas in India 
and Tibet, and show how an unresolved parado:-; in the theoretical foundation of Mahayana Buddhism 
(aprati~thita nirva!)a) underlay the controversy at each historical stage. The opposing positions of Arya 
Vimuktisena and Haribhadra are elucidated. the diverse views of later Indian scholars (Buddhajfianapada, 
Dharmamitra , Prajiiakaram<~ti , Buddhasrljiiana. Kumarasrlbhadra, Ratnakarasanti, and 
Abhayakaragupta) , and the oposing buddhologies of two eminent Tibetan scholars (Tsang kha pa, and Go 
ram pa) . 
DissertationAbstracts!ntemational val. 51 no.J:!June. 1991 p.4153-A 
Masl<arinec, Gregory Gabriel 
The t-ulings of the night: An ethnographic exegesis of shamanie oral texts from Western Ne11al. Ph.D. 
Universi~)! of Hawaii, 1990. 519pp. Chairperson: Jacl< Bilmes Order Number DA9107039 
A prominent feature of every shamanic ceremony in Western Nepal is the use of oral texts, both long public 
recitals and shm1 private formulas. recited by shamans at eve!)' stage of their performances. These texts are 
meticulously memorized throughout years of apprenticeship and constitute a relatively fixed core ofshamanic 
knowledge. By learning them, shamans acquire the knowledge necessal)' for their profession and obtain a 
thoroughly detailed view of the world and its participants. This study analyzes the discourse of several complete 
repertoires of such te:-;ts in order to identify the knowledge required to be a shaman, the ways that shamans 
conceive their vocation, and, more generally, of how they negotiate the relations between language, action, 
and social realities. It concentrates on showing what it is that shamans actually say as they perform ceremonies 
and the ways that their words inform their rituals and make them significant. The general question asked is: 
When examined through texts and ceremonies. what precisely are shamans and what is it that they do? 
Throughout, the issues of context and interpretation, of the maintenance and reproduction of meaning, 
and of the limits of indexicality and renexivity arc addressed. A portrait emerges ofshamanic intervention 
as a struggle against entropy, a striving to maintain world order by using language to force the accidents of 
reality to conform to ideal , divine pallerns. 
Chapter themes are (I) an overview of this project; (II) its philosophical presuppositions, including 
Wittgensteinian semantics. ethnomethoclology, and ironist neo-pragmatism; (III) an ethnographic account of 
Jajarkor, West Nepal . where research \vas conducted;(! V) the contrast between shamans (Nepali: jhakrl) and 
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oracles (Nepali : dhami) ; (V) the variety and sources ofainictions which shamans treat; (VI) the array of rituals 
performed; (VII) how texts specifica lly relate to ritual activities; (VIII) structural details of both texts and 
rituals, including openings, closings, and the moments of intense possession; (IX) the contents and purposes 
ofthe private formulas (man tars andjaps) ; (X) initiation ceremonies; (Xl) dea th rites; and (XII) a retrospective 
discussion of key issues. Two appendixes provide the originals of tex ts cited plus a literature review. 
Dissertation Abstracts International vo1.51 no. 10 ; lpnl 1991 p.3N9-Ii 
Nafziger, Dale Lee 
lmJlacts and imJllications of rural electrification ideology in Nepal's domestic sector. P h.D. Cornell 
University, 1990. 446pp. Chairperson: Wesley W. Gunl•el Order Number DA9106281 
The hydroelectricalload development that has taken place in Nepal to the present time is characterized 
by a significant domestic-sector component exhibiting low load factor . In the long term, load development 
in the agricultural, industrial , and other sectors is essential for the effective utilization of this significant 
investment of scarce human and financial resources. In the short to medium term, however, much should and 
indeed can be done to improve utilization of electricity in the domestic sector. This constitutes the central 
problem ofthe research. The research approaches this problem by proposing the hypothesis that nonconventional 
approaches to rural electrification being tested in several pilot projects, demonstrate distinct advantages over 
their conventional counterpat1s which ai present serve as a model for project implementation throughout most 
of Nepal. Five research sites were intensively studied in order to test the research hypothesis. Two of these 
five sites were classified by the author as conventional models including Butwal (Rupandehi District) and 
Baglung (Baglung District). Three nonconventional sites were also studied including Khaireni (Gulmi 
District), Salleri (Solukhumbu District), and Andhi Khola (Syangja District). 
The study concludes that the track record of electrification meeting long-term national goals including 
impacts upon scarce resources and income generation is marginal at best . Arising from the observation that 
nonconventional pilot projects in Nepal are only a recent phenomena, however, the author is of the opinion 
that it is not justifiable to forthrightly reject the research hypothesis on the basis of these results. Further 
justification for failure to reject the research hypothesis is that in contrast to impact upon somewhat nebulous 
long-term national goals, the present research substantiates that nonconventional approaches indeed 
demonstrate advantages over their conventional counterparts in addressing specific short-to medium-term 
goals. These goals include system peak load constraint_ economic viability, and substitution of traditional 
cooking fuels with electricity. The research concludes by proposing that small (50-500 kW) isolated schemes 
characterized by low load factor, a high percentage of consumption in the tariffflat-rate region, and insufficient 
revenue generation appear to be particularly fitting locations for the implementation of nonconventional 
alternatives. 
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Owens, Bruce McCoy 
The politics of divinity in the Kathmandu valley: The festival ofBungadya /Rato Matsyendranath. Ph.D. 
Columbia University, 1989. 427pp. Order Number DA9020587. 
The annual festival ofBungadya/Rato Matsyendranath in the Kathmandu valley of Nepal brings together 
thousands of devotees of different castes, faiths , ethnicities. and localities in honoring one of Nepal's most 
important deities. This dissertation uses this festival as a vantage point from which to study Newar culture 
and society. Ethnography confined to specific locales within the Kathmandu valley has revealed the Newar 
to be a remarkably diverse people with respect to religious beliefs, caste structures, and almost every other 
dimension of social life. This study examines the variety of beliefs and practices which concern Bungadya; 
in order to document the complex ritual cycle honoring this popular god, and to discern f11ndamental features 
of Newar religious belief and practice. 
Three areas of broad theoretical concern are central to the thesis . The first concerns the problem of 
acknowledging diverse beliefs within a stratified society while accurately describing a "belief system" which 
its various members share. The concept of syncretism is critically reviewed here, as is the distinction between 
"great" and "folk" traditions. 
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The second theoretical issue concerns the politics of sacrifice. Numerous blood sacrifices, officiated over 
by Buddhist priests, are offered as integral elements offestivities honoring a god whom many Buddhists revere 
as a benevolent Bodhisattva. The importance of sacrifice in Newar Buddhist ritual is demonstrated in this 
festival and elsewhere, and prompts a consideration of the relationship between Newar Buddhism and 
Mahayana Buddhist orthopraxy. 
Thirdly, the relationships between king. subjects, and gods revealed in beliefs and practices associated with 
Bungadya and other deities call into question Dumontian theories of caste and the Hindu kingdom. The 
dissociation between divine status and secular power postulated by Dumont is contradicted by evidence 
presented here. 
These interrelated issues are central to the politics of divinity in the Kathmandu valley. This examination 
of the roles gods plays in peoples' lives and how the nature of peoples' lives shape their beliefs about the god 
they honor, suggests that Bungadya is not uniquely multivalent. The coexistence of conflicting interpretations 
within a society, animated by differing access to power, is to be anticipated rather than ignored. 
Dissertation Abstracts lnternalionalvol. 51. no. 3. Sepkmber 1990. p.911-A. 
Parker, Anne Zonne 
Multi-Ethnic Intetface in Eastern Nepal: Culture Change in Sidha Poldtari. Ph.D, University of Oregon, 
1991. 
This study examines the processes of cultural integration in an area of high ethnic diversity in eastern 
Nepal. In Sidha Pokhari a population representing six of Nepal's major ethnic groups has lived together in 
the same region for over two hundred years. By documenting the past and present culture traits of these groups 
the processes of negotiation of culture values in a multi-ethnic context can be illuminated. One of the central 
objectives of this study is to demonstrate that changes occurring in the farming systems are deeply imbedded 
in the matrix of overall culture change. 
An extensive review and summary of I iterature on Nepal's ethnic groups provides a basis for comparison 
with the data gathered in Sidha Pokhari. The analysis of the negotiation of culture values is based in a 
comparison of earlier and current trends in religion. ethnic identity. language use. diet, and fanning systems. 
Although culture change in Nepal is set within the context of the dominant Indo-Aryan Hindu culture, 
in Sidha Pokhari it was observed that all ethnic groups have contributed to the evolving culture norms. The 
Hindu caste system of Nepal has contributed both to the maintenance of ethnic boundaries by tolerating ethnic 
differences and to convergence around Hindu norms. Indo-Aryan Hindus continue to act as a filter for all 
development efforts in Nepal as they control the legal. economic. social. and educational institutions. The caste 
system has allowed for this process to be a far more harmonious one than in other parts of the world, despite 
the inevitably dispropo11ionate innuencc which a dominant group asserts on the other ethnic groups in this 
multi-ethnic context. 
The concept of negotiation of cult ure values emerges as a useful tool for addressing culture change and 
for understanding the directions of change in farming systems within the context of overall culture change. 
Abstract submitted b)' author. 
Pigg, Stacy Leigh 
Disenchanting shamans: Represe ntations of modernity and the transformation of healing in Nepal. 
Ph.D. Come// U11iversity, 11)1)(), 51-tpp. Order Number DA910G18G 
People in the Bhojpur area of eastern Nepal sec themselves living on a cusp between what they call "our 
hill people's customs" and the new nwnncrs and ideas they associate with "development," or what they call 
bikas. Representations of locality and socinl difference become issues for local people as they frame their 
identity in a changing Nepal. Reprcsent;ltions of society rooted in local social life intersect with a new vision 
that p01trays social difference in terms of vrogress and backwardness and that contrasts the village to 
"developed" sectors of Nepalese society. When this ideolog~ · of modernization is assimilated by villagers it 
transforms local culture from the inside b~' altering the significance oflocnl practices. This ethnographic study 
looks at how healing becomes <l focus for people 's re\\"Orking of local identity. 
Development processes in Bhojpur. as in much or the rest of the country. have increased the profile of 
cosmopolitan medicine. o1·erlapping it on locli modes ofhe<liing. One consequence is that shamanic healing 
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has emerged as a symbol of the village and its relationship to the development of the nation. Local people are 
in a position to see shamans as an integral part oflocal society and as markers oft he "backwardness" of village. 
People see in healing a symbolic politics of identity. When people interact with healers their actions express 
not only a way of understanding affliction but also a position in a world inscribed by notions of progress. 
To interpret the social symbolism of healing, this study traces how local ways of representing social 
difference converge with and diverge from those of the ideology of modernization. The text braids together 
an examination of four ways identities are framed: ( 1) the ways the ideology of modernization defines "the 
village"; (2) the ways concepts of illness and healing evoke notions of locality; (3) the ways cosmopolitan 
medicine is both integrated into a set off from local modes of healing; and ( 4) the ways shamanic healing 
becomes an icon of the "traditional" and cosmopolitan medicine an icon of "modernity." 
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Ranjeet, Bidya 
Barriers to continuing professional education of teachers in Kathmandu, Nepal. Ph.D. The University 
of Connecticut, 1990. 18-'pp. Major Adviser: Linda H. Lewis Order Number DA9110426 
As a developing country, Nepal is deeply committed lo raising the quality of education for its people and 
the professionalism of its teachers. Yet. despite the increase in the total number of teachers and students in 
public schools in Nepal, overall studeill performance as measured by the School Leaving Certificate 
Examination has not improved nor has the dropout rate decreased. Low achievement by students has been 
caused in great part by the lack of trained teachers and low le\'els of motiv<llion and dedication among teachers 
(His Majesty's Government. l98S) . Husen cl al. ( 1988) have shown thai there is a significant difference in 
teaching ability between trained and untrained teachers. Y ct. in NepaL there has been no significant increase 
in participation by teachers in continuing professional education (Rangoon, 1982). This study attempted to 
determine the contributing factors to non-participation by Nepalese teachers in continuing professional 
education. 
An ex post facto design was used for this research. Scanlan's ( 1982) Deterrents to Participation 
questionnaire was administered to a random sample of600 teachers in elementary, middle, and high schools 
in Kathmandu, Nepal. The data were analy;.cd using descriptive statistics, one-way analysis of variance, and 
rank ordering of the items from the Deterrents lo Participation Scale (DPS) . 
High school teachers' participation in Continuing Learning Activities differed significantly from that of 
elementary and middle school teachers. While there \\'ere no significant differences between the elementary, 
middle, and high school teachers with respect to the Deterrents to Participation Scale score, differences in 
barriers to participation were found when the rank order was performed among all groups. Teachers' DPS 
scores differed with respect to the demographic ,·ariablcs of age. marital status. presence of children in family, 
and presence of pre-school age children. Content analysis further revealed six reasons for nonparticipation 
in continuing professional education including cost of continuing professional education. lack of opportunity, 
lack of time, unavailability of programs. frustration. and limited valuing of teaching as a profession. 
Outcomes of this first effort to study teachers · barriers to conli nui ng professional education in Kathmandu 
have practical implications for policy change. Rcconuncndalions outlined in this study lake into account the 
relatively low level of education funding. the nc\mcss oft he formal education system, and the socio-economic 
status of the population of Nepal. Realistic suggestions arc made to help policy makers comprehensively plan 
and implement continuing professional education programs for teachers with the ultimate goal of increasing 
teacher participation in continuing professional education as well as the quality of education in Nepal. 
Dissertation Abstracts internatiOnal vol. 51 no. I :! J une I CJ C) 1 p.J CJ CJ.f-.'1 
Rothenberg, Bonnie Lynne 
~cmcndras" Bodhisallvavadanakalpalata'~: A le\t critical edition and translation of chapters one to 
five. Ph.D. The University of Wisconsin-Mallison, 1990. 297pp. Supuvisor Manindra K. 
Verma Order Numher DA9 10670 I 
Avadana, a technical term for genre of Buddhist narrative literature explaining actions and their 
results through biographical accounts of the Buddha and other personages, appears as the thirteenth 
section of the Khuddakanikaya iri the Sullapi\aka of the Pali scriptures and the seventh of twelve limbs 
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[anga] in Mahayana literature. The largest collection of postcanonical avadanas, the 
Bodhisattvavadanakalpalata [AK], containing 108 stories, was composed by the Kasmirian polymath 
K<?emendra and his son ~omendra and completed in 1052. 
The AK was translated into Tibetan between 1260-1280 by the Indian scholar La~mikara and the 
Tibetan translator Shong-ston. Its last revision took place during the Fifth Dalai Lamas reign and was 
printed from 1664-1665. Both the Chone and Derge Bstan-gyur contain a bilingual edition of the AKand 
the Narthang and Peking Bstan-gyur editions contain the Tibetan translation. 
The present edition and translation of the first five chapters is based on the abovementioned sources, Das-
Vidyabhu~at:~as bilingual Biblioteca Indica edition of the AK- based on the Fifth Dalai Lama's block print 
-and Vaidya 's Sanskrit edition of the AK published in Mithila Institute's Buddhist Sanskrit series. The 
edition is preceded by a discussion of the author, his works, the AK and principles of the edition/translation. 
Following the annotated translation are proper name, meter and verse indices. 
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Rusten, Eric Philip 
An investigation of an indigenous knowledge system and management practices oftt·ee fodder resources 
in the middle hills of central Nepal. Ph. D. Michigan State University, 1989. 279pp. Order 
Number DA9012054 
Tree fodder (vegetative matter harvested from trees, shmbs or woody vines) is a primary constituent of 
animal feed in Nepal. An estimated national average fodder deficit of 20 percent often results in 
undernourished and underproductive draft animals, a reduction in the production of meat and milk products, 
and limited dung prqduction. Fanners' efforts to meet their fodder demand often result in increasing 
exploitation of fodder sources. contributing to the degradation of forest and pasture resources. There is 
evidence that tree fodder shortage also motivates farmers to intensify cultivation and management of fodder 
trees on private land. 
Understanding the dynamics of indigenous resource management systems can potentially benefit natural 
resource development effotis. The primat)' purpose of this research was to investigate an indigenous 
knowledge system surrounding the management, cultivation, and use of private tree fodder resources in one 
village area in the middle hills of Central Nepal. A system used by farmers to classify and evaluate animal 
fodders was investigated with specific reference to gender. 
A multi-method research strategy, composed of five distinct methods: participant observation; a 
household survey; a private tree inventOI)': ethnographic interviews; and the repertOI)' grid and triad test was 
employed. Thisfacilitated the collection of different types of data , and it helped overcome many of the problems 
endemic to cross-cultural research. During this study only local villagers were used as research assistants. 
This research demonstrated that there is more to the collection, management. and use of tree fodders than 
may be perceived by outsiders. The research has shown that knowledgeable villagers can evaluate the quality 
of different fodders and provide good feed to their livestock by using three main tools: (1) their extensive 
knowledge about fodder species: (2) their knowledge system of fodder classification and evaluation; and (3) 
their skillful qualitative analysis of available fodders. This research has shown the dynamics of a complex 
cognitive system that impresses order on the apparent disorder of variables involved in the management oflree 
fodder. It has also shown that indigenous knowledge systems research can help improve our understanding 
of complex mral farming systems. 
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Savvas, Carol Diane 
A Study of the profound path of gCod: The Mahayana Buddhist meditation tradition of Tibet's great 
woman saint Machig Lahdron. ·Ph.D. 1'/ze University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1990. Sllpp. 
Supet·visor: Geshe Lhundup Sopa Order Number DA9108293 
This dissertation explores the meditation system of gCod developed by the renowned eleventh century 
woman philosopher and yogin I. Machig Labdron (Ma gcig Lab sgron), and her followers. Machig Labdron 
taught the special meditation and philosophic system in Tibet. where it was received with great enthusiasm 
on the part of lay and monastic Tibetans and continues to enjoy great popularity. The gCod system is a union 
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ofSiitra and Tantra, having its philosophic basis in the Prajiiaparamita. A selection ofTibetan texts have 
been translated and textual and oral com mentaries or gCod masters oft he past and in contemporary times have 
been investigated towards a deeper unders tanding or this important philosophic and spiritual tradition. 
The dissertation consists of three parts. Part I includes a description of the gCod in terms of its historical 
background, founder, philosophy and meditation. A classification and overview of the gCod, including 
references to its Indian source, gCod and early Buddhism, gCod and Mahayana , gCod as a union ofSutra and 
Tantra, and investigation of the ritual are also presented. 
Part Two includes translations ofMachig Labdron 's texts entitled Thun mong ma yin pa 'i le lag brgyad 
(The Eight Extraordinmy Chapters) and Chapter Five of the Phung po zsan bskyur kyi rJW/11 bshad gCod kyi 
don gsa! (Namsha Chenmo) ascribed to Machig Labdron. The Introduction preceding the translation provides 
an introduction to the writings ofMachig Labdron. 
Part Three consists of a description of the gCod lineages, and translations of live more recent texts, 
including a Commentary on gCod by Matibhadra bLo bZang grags pa (Tsongkhapa), recitation texts by PaD 
chen bLo bzang chos kyi rgyalmtshan, Thu 'u bkwan bLo bzang chos kyi nyima, dNgul chu Dharmabhadra 
and twentieth century gCod master from Gandcn Monastery, Zong Rinpoche bLo bza ng 11son 'gms. 
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Shrestha, Tej Bahadur 
An investigation of the relative effecti\'cness of formal classroom instruction as opposed to informal 
natural exposure in the development of oral proficienC)' in English as a Second Language in 
Nepal. Ph.D. The Universi~v ofCouuecticut, 1990. 132pll· Adviser: Lilliana Manaya-Rowe. 
Order Number DA9102037. 
The purpose of this study was to estimate the relative effectiveness of formal classroom instmction as 
opposed to informal natural exposure in the development of oral proficiency in English as a second language 
(ESL from here onward) in Nepal. There were fifty -e ight randomly selected subjects in the study. They were 
split into two groups. The first group was regular students who had learned English mainly through formal 
classroom instmction with grammar-based approaches. The second group was common street people who had 
learned English mainly through informal contact with English-speaking people. 
English speech samples from these two groups of subjects were collected through personal interviews and 
visual presentations which consisted of pictures from the l?amayana and the Mahabhamta, the two popular 
holy epics in the country. Subjects were required to respond to these visual presentations by way of retelling 
the story or the event presented in the pictures. Thes.e oral responses were judged holistically by five judges. 
The language output was also analyzed by mea ns of some objective measures, such as number of grammatical 
and structural errors, factors affecting fluency in ESL speech, extent of vocabulary used, and number, 
percentage and length of error-free T -units (AT -unit consists of a main clause plus subordinate clauses and 
nonclausal structures that are embedded in it). Data were analyzed using t-tests and correlation procedures. 
The main finding was that fluency in speech was more critical for effective communication than was accuracy 
in grammar and stmcture. Street people were found to be more Ouenl but less accurate in their ESL speech 
than their formal colleagues. The study has implications for second lang1mge acquisition in general, and ESL 
acquisition in Nepal in particular. 
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Shrestha, Uma 
Social networks and code-switching in the Ncwar community of Kathmandu city. Ph.D. Ball State 
University, 1990. 136pp. Adviser: Lawrence M . Davis. Order Number DA9102159. 
The present study seeks to investigat~ the linguistic behavior of two Newar high castes, called Shresthas 
and Udas, living in Kathmandu, the capital cityofNepal, in their useofNewar, the ethnic language, and Nepali, 
the national language. Specifically, the stud)' attempts to explain the hypothesis that the Hindu (Shrestha) 
Newars are becoming monolingual in Nepali while the Buddhist (Udas) Newars are maintaining their 
bilingualism in Nepali and Newar. To do so, a questionnaire was distributed to a total of 96 subjects, selected 
through quota sampling procedures. The questionnaire not only elicits information about the situational and 
societal variation in the subjects' use ofNewar and Nepali but also reveals their attitudes and opinions about 
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the differential use of these languages. Also, the participant obse1vation method was employed to supplement 
and validate the responses derived from the questionnaire sUivey. 
The results from this study suggest a diglossic behavior in the Udas' use ofNewar and Nepali, which, 
however, is remarkably different from those found in classic diglossic settings. This, in turn, leads to a re-
examination ofFerguson 's concept of dig/asia. The Shresthas, on the other hand, frequently alternate between 
Newar and Nepali regardless of situation. Such linguistic differences between these two groups are related 
to their varied social networks and relationships; the Udas Newars' greater use ofNewar is due to their closed 
social networks while the Shresthas' greater use of Nepali is due to their open social networks. 
The data on the analysis of the subjects ' attitudes and opinions toward Nepali and Newar indicate that the 
Udas Newars are positive and favorable toward Newar while the Shresthas are ambivalent in their opinions 
toward these languages. This study, therefore, emphasizes a strong need for bilingual education in the country. 
The results of the present study show that the Udas' use ofNewar exclusively at home and with children 
is a major factor in its retention. Among the Shresthas, it is rapidly losing ground to Nepali. Newar then is 
gradually dying away among the Shresthas, and will continually do so in the absence of institutional support. 
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Skinner, Debra G. 
Nepalese Children's Understandin~.: of Self and the Social World: A Study of a Hindu Mixed Caste 
Community. , Ph.D .. Uuiversi~l' ofNortll Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1990. 
This is an ethnography about the children of Naudada, a mi:-;ed caste Hindu community in the hills of 
Central Nepal. It focuses specifically on the processes by which children come to understand themselves and 
their social world and on the cognitive-emotional content of this knowledge. Using a theoretical framework 
that combines Vygotskian approaches to child development, Bakhtinian notions of voice and heteroglossia, 
and theories of cultural production, I e:-;amine the way in which Naudadan children, within culturally 
constructed contexts that guide them toward certain views of self and with the aid of symbols that are themselves 
being recreated, construct and reconstruct their identities and their understandings of self and others. 
During a thirteen month period of fieldwork, interviews and observations were carried out with children 
and adults of all ages, but primarily with a focal group of thirty informants, ranging in age from eight to 
eighteen. This group included both girls and boys from both high and low castes. What these children say 
about their lives, the ways they orchestrate and co-create various perspectives, and the symbols that act as 
cultural devices for identity acquisition such as rituals, an evaluative discourse, and songs, are analyzed. An 
examination of children 's talk and actions indicates that these children identify with culturally dominant 
notions of gender or caste identities in some conte:-;ts, but at the same time, at least in some contexts, retain 
a sense of anger and resistance that has come from different voices and alternative perspectives. They 
sometimes identify with the traditional life path respective to their gender and caste, but they also develop a 
critical commentary on their lives and devise strategies to get off the life path. 
These findings tie child development to cultural change and suggest that socialization studies which locate 
individual development in its cultural-historical context, viewing children as co-creating culture with others 
in their ongoing development. are significant for e:-;amining cultural and social reproduction of larger 
structures and ideologies. 
Abstract submilled by author. 
Tiso, Francis V. 
A Study of the Buddhist Saint in Relation to the Biographical Tradition of Milarcpa. Ph.D., Columbia 
Universiry, 1989. 
The present study explores the ideal of the holy person in Indo-Tibetan Buddhism from the dual perspective 
of inner realization and of public recognition or cult. Our investigation begins with the Arhat of Early 
Buddhism, who has cleansed away all past defilements and their effects in the present, who manifests 
supranormal knowledge and power. and who is a '' field of merit" worthy of veneration. With the rise of 
Mahayana Buddhism, the earlier model of holiness was subjected to criticism in the light of a new ideal, the 
Bodhisattva, who practices a path to\\'ard selnessness that includes commitment to a vow not to enter the 
supreme state ofNirvana until all beings have, with his help, entered therein. The Bodhisattva ideal undenvent 
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further transformation in the context oftantric Buddhism in the remarkable figure of the Mahasiddha during 
the period ofthe transmission ofBuddhismto Tibet. The Buddhisttantras provide us with an exemplary figure, 
Vajradhara, who represents the stale of supreme Enlightenment. Vajradhara is a powerful symbol fo r the 
assimilation of the Saint, the Guru, and the ritual hierophanl into a single object of devotion by which the 
practitioner may strive to a !lain the highest spiritual state " in a single body, in one lifetime." Using a thirteenth 
century account ofVajradhara as a theoretical framework for holiness in the tradition of the Buddhist tantras, 
we present an historical , doctrinal , and literary analysis of the biographical tradition ofMilarepa, a Tibetan 
poet and Saint (1040?-1123), taking into account works earlier than the well-known rna111 thnr and mgur 'bum 
by gTsang smyon Heruka (ca. 1488). Transformations of the account of Vajradhara and the biography of 
Milarepa by rGyal Thang pa, a thirteenth century bKa' brgyud pa master, constitute Pm1 III of the dissertation. 
Abstract Sllbmilled by author. 
Williams, Jo A. 
A critical analysis of community, education and socioeconomic change in Nepal. Ed. D. University ofSan 
Francisco, 1990. 220 pp. Chairperson: E.A. Herda. DA9103598. 
This research analyzes interview data , observations, and texts in order to understand how people involved 
in the Nepalese educational system view the cultural changes taking place in Nepal as these changes affect three 
areas: (1) Nepali curriculum: (2) family patterns among Nepali parents in their efforts to educate children in 
traditional social values; and (3) community and sociological investigation of the communities which schools 
serve. 
Through the principles of critical theory developed by Habcrmas and of interpretive anthropology, this 
study serves as an attempt to enable people to renee! on traditions and their responsibilities and roles in society. 
Within the above categories. this research identifies ways in which Nepalese live according to taken-for-
granted beliefs, as well as how traditions change. The goal is to develop a method of continued communication 
of traditional cultural values by opening up the potential for new ways oflhinking and acting in a society facing 
economic change. The nature of the conducted resea rch is ethnographic, and employs participatory research. 
Data have been collected and are interpreted on the basis of Elements of a Post-Liberal The01y of Education 
(Bowers 1987) and Legitimation Crises (Habermas 1975). 
The modern, technocratic society of the West is influencing the Nepalese curriculum. The authors of 
Nepalese curricula have copied Western curricula . For example, textbooks base their direction upon Western 
traditions and values which are largely alien to the Nepalese. Thus, a communication gap is created between 
parents and children. Children are no longer being educated by their parents about ceremonies, which are 
instrumental in welding together the citizens of Nepal. 
One solution is to create curricula which provide gradual assimilation of the Western orientation to 
technical knowledge and, at the same time. preserve the vital links to students ' traditions, or embedded context. 
Nepal needs a broader dialogue on the purpose of education in order to guide curriculum decision toward greater 
social responsibility, such as the preservation of tradition and of the connection of individuals to their 
community. 
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Natura l Sciences 
Copeland, Peter 
Cenozoic tectonic history of the southern Tibetan plateau and eastern Himalaya: Evidence from 40Ar/ 
39Ar dating. Ph. D. State U11iversity of Ne1v York at A lba11y , 1990. 410 pp. Order Number 
DA9028225. 
The collision between India and Asia began between-Wand 55 million years ago. At that time southern 
Tibet was at an elevation very ncar sea level: the Tibetan plateau today has an area of over 700,000 km2 and 
an average elevation of ~5000 m and is underlain by continental crust with a thickness of65 -75 km. During 
the collision, India has continued to move northward relative to Siberia at ~5 em/year. The tectonic 
mechanisms by which the continued convergence has been accommodated within Asia have varied 
considerably in both time and space. This dissertation concerns rocks from three distinct areas, southern Tibet, 
central Nepal, and the southern Bengal Fan. and relates geochronologic data from these rocks to the tectonic 
history of the India-Asia collision in southern Tibet and the eastern Himalaya. 
The data presented here do not fm·or tectonic models for the Tibetan plateau in which the uplift proceeds 
at an even pace nor those in which most of the uplift takes place in the past 5 million years. The available data 
do permit models in which much oft he convergence in the Oligocene is accommodated by continental escape, 
the Miocene is dominated by crustal thickening of the Tibetan plateau, through distributed shortening, and 
the past 5 million years have included E-W e.'\tcnsion. continental escape, crustal thickening, and incipient 
plate re-organization. (Abstract shortened with permission of author). 
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Edds, David Ray 
Multivariate analysis offish assemblage composition and environmental correlates in a Himalayan river 
-Nepal's Kali CanLiaki/Narayani. Ph.D. Oklahoma State U11iversity, 1989. 137pp. ALiviser: 
Anthony Echclle. Order Number DNH11947-t 
Scope andmelhod ofsludv. Longitudinal succession offish assemblage structure in Nepal 'sKali Gandaki/ 
Narayani River was investigated from March. I n4to May. I n6. Spatial and temporal patterns of assemblage 
structure were documented b~· making 172 samples at 85 sites from headwaters north of the Himalaya 
Mountains to the lowland mainstream of the Gangetic Plains. including 14 sites sampled in each season. 
Environmental correlates of assemblage structure were e.'\amincd by both indirect and direct gradient analysis, 
including for the former. de trended correspondence analysis. correlation. and multiple regression of ordination 
scores on 37 measured environmenta l variables. and. for the latter. detrended canonical correspondence 
analysis. 
Findings and conclusions. Longitudi nal;.onation of fish species is evident in the Kali Gandaki/Narayani 
River. A total of 120 species mts collected: the number of species per site increased from headwaters to lowlands 
as a result of addi Lions and replacement. Fi fty -t\1 o cot nmon species retained for multi variate analysis included 
71% cypriniforms. 15'% siluriforms. 12'X, perciforms. and 2% cyprinodontiforms. Ordinations produced by 
direct and indirect gradient analysis yielded essential!~ · the same interpretations. Factors of geography (e.g. , 
stream gradient. altitude). water quality (e.g .. hardness. alkalinity) . and stream hydraulics (e.g., current speed, 
substrate type) arc the main abiotic \'ariables innuencing fish assemblage structure in this extreme 
environmental gradient. Seasonal changes have a substantial. but secondary effect. 
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Gillespie, M. R. 
The Everes t-M akalu Intrustions of N. E. Nepal: imp! i<.:ations for the petrogenesis of the high Him alayan 
leuwgranitcs. St. Ant!re11's, I '>9.0. 
The High Himalayan leucograniles outcrop as a 2.000 km-long belt of high-level granitic rocks with 
distinctive and unusual geochemie<tl . mineralogical and intrusi\'C characteristics resulting from the unique 
structural geometry and tectonic hisiOI')' or the Himal;tyan mountain range. In addition. they are among the 
youngest. freshest and best-c.'\posed granites in the \\Oriel and consequent!~· present considerable opportunities 
for research into many aspects cif granite petrogenesis. The present study concentrated on hitherto poorly 
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documented aspects of the lcucogr:lll i tcs. i 11 IJ:l rt icul:1 r t hci r pet rogr;q)h ic an m i ncra I chcm ist ry characteristics. 
Fieldwork centered on the Everest -Makalu intrusions inN. E. Nepal. and a pre I i minary division of the intrusive 
rocks into several 'facies ' on the basi s of petrographic :1nalysis form s the framework on ll'hich the subsequent 
mineral chemistry, whole-rock geochemistry :111d isotope geochemistry studies were approached. Abundant 
primary muscovite and toumaline indicate the lcucogranitcs crystalli ;.cd from \later- and boron-rich , strongly 
peraluminous melts. o180 values range [rom IU.g -12.<J'Yu rel:iti\'c to SMOW and these values. combined with 
other isotopic data, confirm and origin by melting orscdimcntar~· material. The temperature during melting 
is estimated at c.740°C on the basis or Zr p:uiitioning characteristics and the P-T conditions during 
emplacement are constrained by Qz-Ab-Or nornwti\'e compositions and mineral stability ranges (in particular 
magmatic muscovite) at c.2.5 -3kbrs and c.(J 70"C. respectively. A comprehensive study by backscattered 
electron imaging and microprobe analysis shmrcd that compositional variations in tourmaline can be usefully 
applied as an indicator of magmatic gractionation, but its rurthcr use as a petrogenetic indicator mineral is 
probably limited. 
As a co11sequence oft he geometry ott he Hi malayan structures. high temperatures were achieved in an area 
of the crust that simultaneous!~· rccci\·ed large \'olumcs of fluid and boron, two factors which were crucial to 
promoting the generation of large volumes ot\'olatilc-rich melt. The petrogenesis and crystallization history 
oftheHighHimalayanleucogranitcs were donninantl~ controlled by the nuid/volatilc phase. which promoted 
crustal melting and controlled the primary mineralogy, the post-cmpb1cement evolution and possibly even the 
style of emplacement. The High Himal:1yan lcucogranitcs undoubtedly represent an important and distinctive 
granite type, and the tectonic and geochemical similarities with granite belts in other continental collision 
zones underlines their importance in terms or interpreting the processes and petrogenetic histories in older, 
less well-exposed granite belts. 
Aslib. Index to Theses with Abstract.,· ctccepletl(or /-/tglt er Oe.~ rees hy 1i1 e L'lltverstlies o/Greoi/Jrilwn o11d ireland. 
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Greco, Antonio Marco 
Tectonics and metamorphism in the Westem Himalayan Syntaxis area (Azad K ashmir, NE Pakistan). 
Eidgenossisc/ze Tec/111ische Hochsdtule Ziirich (Switzerland). 19-tpp., 1989, 50/2G58e. R ef-
erence copy held at Haupthihlioteli. ETH, Ziirich, Swit·~:erland. 
This thesis discusses the tectonic and metamorphic rcaturcs of the Western Himalayan Syntaxis area 
exposed in NE Pakistan and Azad Kashmir. The Tertiary collision between the Indian Plate and the Kohistan 
Island Arc produced a tectonic pi lc composed of lour main elements (Subhimalaya . Lesser Himalaya, Higher 
Himalaya and Kohistan Sequence). each lwving characteristic stratigraphic. structural and metamorphic 
· features, and which are separated by three main thrust faults (Main Boundary Thrust , Main Central Thrust 
and Indus Suture). The large-scale structure is dominated by the 160° bending of the geological lineaments 
around a central, lowermost core (Hazar<l-Kaslunir Syntaxis). 
The structures associated with thrust tectonics arc imbrication and isoclinal recumbent folding of the 
rocks. Consequently, all the lithotypes arc pcrmc:llcd by a strong. first phase schistosity containing a mineral 
lineation which represents the tectonic X-strctchi ng direction and \\'hich suggest a NE-SW oriented direction 
oftectonic transport. A superimposed second dclormational phase occurred when the tectonic pile was already 
formed and developed a large scale rclolding or the structure and an association crenulation cleavage. The 
orientation of the latest phase suggest a N W -SE oriented compression. confirmed by the lineations found to 
the west in the Hazara and Indus Kohistan areas. The geometrical interference between the two defonnational 
phases led to the doming of the Subhimala~'an clement and therefore to the formation of the Hazara-Kasmir 
Syntaxis. A series of smaller "domes <1nd synlormal basins" are also recognized northeastwards in the upper 
tectonic elements. 
The metamorphism is ofBarrowian Type in both the Lesser and Higher Himalayan units, and represent 
an inverted zoning pattern. Microtcxtural an:il~· sis re\·eals tlwt the metamorphic peak was mainly reached 
during the first, penetrative deformational pli<ISC. Features related to thrusting (quartz fabrics and retrograde 
mineral transformations) suggest that metamorphism and tectonics are intimately related. A model for the 
tectonic and metamorphic evolution or the areas is proposed. (Abstract sholiened by UMl.) 
Dissertation Abstrac/s lnternalional val. 50. no._ -1. 11'111/er 1989. p. 669-C 
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Holt, William Everett 
The active tectonics ami stt'Ucturc of the Eastern Himala)'l\n Syntaxis and surrounding regions. Ph.D. 
The University of Arizona, 1989. 243pp. Director: Terry C. Wallace, Order Number DA 
9003484 
I determined the source parameters of 53 moderate-sized earthquakes in the region of the Eastern 
Himalayan Syntaxis through the joint inversion of regional and teleseismic distance long-period body waves. 
The average rates ofdefonnation are determined by summing the moment tensors from both recent and historic 
earthquakes. Strike-slip movement on the Sagaing fault terminates in the north (just south of the syntaxis), 
where thrusting (northeast convergence) and crustal thickening are predominant. Slip vectors for thrust 
mechanisms in the Eastern Himalaya in general are not orthogonal to the Himalayan mountain front but show 
an oblique component of slip. A combination of thrust and strike-slip faulting [Molnar and Deng, 1984] for 
the great 1950 Assam earthquake is consistent with the rates of underthrusting in the entire Himalaya and the 
rate of spreading in Tibet (assuming that a 1950-type earthquake recurs every 400 years). An estimated 4-21 
mm/yr of right-lateral motion between southeast Asia and the Burma subplate is absorbed within the zone of 
distributed shear between the Sagaing and Red River faults . A component of westward motion (3 -7 mrn/yr) 
of the western boundary of the distributed shear zone may cause some of the late Cenozoic compression and 
folding in the northern l ndoburman Ranges. Distributed shear and clockwise rotation of blocks is also 
occurring in Yunnan north of the Red River Fault . 
The invers ion of 130 regional distancewaveforms for average crustal thickness and upper mantle Pn 
velocity indicates an increase in Pn velocity, coincident with increase in crustal thickness, of about 0.20 krn/ 
s beneath the Tibetan Plateau. Impulsive Pn arrivals from paths that cross the Tibetan Plateau can be modeled 
with a positive upper mantle velocity gradient, indicating an upper mantle lid approximately 100-km-thick 
beneath southern Tibet. This "shield-like" structure suppotis a model in which Indian continental lithosphere 
has underthrust Tibet. The cn1stal sh01tening within Tibet 8 mm/yr is thus viewed as an upper crustal 
phenomenon in which the faults do not penetrate the deep crust or upper Mantle. The forces generated by the 
thick crust in Tibet may partly cause the strike-slip faulting and east-west convergence in Sichuan and the 
movement of upper crustal blocks in Yunnan. 
Dissertation Abstracts International val. 50. 110. 9. March / 990 pp.J889-90-8 
Kiindig, Rainer 
Crystallization and deformation in the Higher Himalayas, Zanskar (NW India). Dr.sc.nat., 1989. 
Eidgeuossisc/ze Techuisdte Hochschule Ziirich (Switzerland). 185JlJl., 50/2662c. Reference 
copy held at Bibliothel<., ETH-Ziirich, CH-8092 Ziirich, Switzerland. In German. 
In the NW-Indian part of the Himalayas, between the valleys ofKashmere and Doda/Zanskar (Ladakh), 
the deeper parts of the Indian subcontinental cmst can be studied in the Higher Himalaya tectonic unit. The 
lower part of the unit is built up of extensive series of meta pelitic to metapsammitic schists and gneisses 
(greywacke type) of Precambrian to Paleozoic age. They are cut by granitoid intmsives most probably of 
Cambrian age. A stratigraphic gap in the Zanskar Himalaya occurs between the lower Paleozoic series 
(Cambrian, Ordovician) and the effusive Permian Panjal Trap volcanics. The Mesozoic Tethian sedimentary 
cover is made up of carbonaceous sediments, some km 's in thickness. 
The present study concentrates on the petrography and structurnl geologv of the crystalline basement 
sequences of the Higher Himalaya (H. H. C.). ll could be shown that the uppermost thrust sheet of the Higher 
Himalaya Cl)•stalline (Tschtildo Schuppe) ca n be correlated to the eastern Phugtal Unit . Open folds in the 
Tschtildo Schuppe, as a result of a southwestward overthmsting (India-Eurasia collision), grade into isoclinal 
folds in the Ringdom/Pensi -La area and become continually more compressed towards the east. This 
deformation was accompanied by 13arT0\1ian type regional metamorphism . 
A later (syn- to post-regional -metamorphic) stmctural overprint (the Zanskar Shear Zone) occurs in the 
transition zone between the Tschtilclo Schuppe and the Zanskar CI)'Stalline. The Zanskar Shear Zone has 
developed in the western Pensi-La area from several discrete shear planes which coalesce towards the east to 
form the large-scale Zanskar Shear Zone. Regional metamorphic isograds become very closely spaced due to 
this shearing. 
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The deepest, central pa11s oflheZanskar Higher Himalayan Cl)'Stalline are deformed in a spectacular way. 
Several gneissic granitoid bodies, representing the deepest. central part of this unit, form more or less 
concentric, domal-like bulges and are characterized by a pervasive, penetrative S2sc-foliation (strain foliation) 
in the overlying Paleozoic metasediments. During the synmetamorphic uprise of these domes, the Paleozoic 
metasedimentary series were compressed, forming isoclinally folded synclines and complexly folded triple 
junctions between the domes. (Abstract shortened by UMI.) 
Dissertation Abstracts International vo/. 50, no. 4, Winter 1989. p.670-C 
Maskey, Tirtha Man 
Movement and survival of captive-reared ~harial Gavia/i~· gaugeticus in the Narayani River, Nepal. 
Ph.D. University of Florida, 1989. 203pp. Chairman: H. Franldin Percival. Order Number 
DA9021225. 
A field study of the gharial (Gavial is gangeticus) was conducted in the Royal Chitwan National Park, 
Chitwan, Nepal, from 1986-1987 to determine the status and ecology of gharials in the Narayani River. 
Systematic surveys revealed a minimum of only 103 (0. 93 gharials/km) wild and released gharials surviving 
in the Narayani River. The sex ratio of wild gharials, I male:9 females, was at a critical stage. 
Habitat surveys conducted in June, 1987 and January, 1988. indicated that. proportionately, rocky banks 
were the most available habitat in the Narayani River, followed by sandb;mks, grass bmlks, sand-grass banks, 
and river channel. Larger gharials were observed on sand banks more frequently than on rocky banks, whereas 
small gharials used rocky banks more frequently. Gharial egg laying was synchronized from March 25-April 
18. Mean clutch size was 35.2 ± 1.1 SO (n=73) from nests collected between 1977 and 1987. The mean 
incubation periods and hatching ratesofeggsfrom theKali and Narayani rivers were 78± 9 SO days and 60 .9%, 
and 81 ± 11.5 SD days and 67.7% respectively. From 25% to 80% of the hatchlings died within the first year 
of their life. 
A total of 218 juvenile gharials was released ( 183 into the Narayani River and 35 into the Kali River) 
between 1981 and 1987; 52 (23.8%) still survived in the Naray<mi River in December 1987. Movement of 
released gharials was quite variable with respect to both distances traveled and directions of movement. Large 
gharials (> 1.2 min length) moved upstream (23%) more frequently than small ( < 1.2 m) animals (8%). Future 
success of the gharial reintroduction program in Nepal will be contingent on adherence to three strategic 
elements: release of gharials > 1.2 m in length; selection of release sites that provide primal)' habitats wiiJ1in 
the principal dispersion range of the released gharials: and release of gharials in late winter to facilitate the 
establishment of site-fidelity bonds by individuals prior to the monsoon season. 
Dissertation Abstracts International vol. 51. no. 3, Sep1e111her 1990, p. 1 06:!-B 
McRae, Lee Ellen 
Chronostratigraphic variabilit)' in fluvial sequences as revealed by paleomagnetic isochrons: Examples 
in Miocene strata from a Central Andean intermontane basin (Salla, Bolivia) and the 
Notihwest Himalayan foreland (Lower Siwalik Group, Chinji Formation, Paldstan). Ph.D. 
Dartmouth College, 1989. -t32pp. Chairman: R.C. Reynolds. Order Number DA 9010354. 
The chronologie framework provided by magnetostratigraphic studies in terrestrial Neogene strata can 
be exploited at various levels of time resolution ranging from I 03-106 years, and in complement with 
stratigraphic and sedimentologic studies, provides a powerful tool that can be used to identify, assess, and 
quantify both temporal and spatial variability in sediment accumulation. Chronostratigraphic variability is 
documented and evaluated in two unrelated Miocene stratigraphic sequences that represent different terrestrial 
environments and tectonic settings: the Salla Beds of Bolivia represent distal floodplain and lacustrine 
environments of an intermontane basin situated within the Eastern Andean Cordillera, and the Lower Chinji 
Formation ofNorthernPakistan represents cycles of channel and floodplain deposition of a major throughgoing 
river system in the foreland basin developed along the southern margin oft he Himalayas. In both sequences, 
magnetic polarity stratigraphies have been developed in multiple vertical sections that have been correlated 
along strike. Paleomagnetic isochrons traced throughout the sequences provide a chronologie framework in 
which to identify temporal variability (unsteadiness) and spatial variabilit)' (non-uniformity) in sediment 
accumulation. This analysis is accomplished by constrncting simulated accumulation histories for time-
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bounded stratigraphic intervals using estimates of deposition rates for various fluvial facies, considering the 
effects of erosion, and pmtitioning an estimated time of hiatus between depositional episodes. Unsteadiness 
is quantified by comparing short term episodic rates with the long term net accumulation rate and is used to 
compare variability in accumulation over different time spans and demonstrate non-uniformity between coeval 
stratigraphic intervals. 
Transitional paleomagnetic directions recording sho11 term (102-103) excursions just prior and subse-
quent to field reversal that have been observed in many Cenozoic sequences are observed in both the Sail a and 
Chinji strata. The preservation of polarity details at the 104 year scale implies that sedimentation must have 
occurred at frequent enough intervals to record short term transitional behavior oft he geomagnetic field. Such 
a calibration has significant implications in assessing the real nature of punctuated and gradual transitions 
observed in fluvial stratigraphic sequences. (Abstract shortened with permission of author.) 
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Schelling, Daniel David 
The Geology of the Rolwaling and the eastern Nepal Himalaya. Ph.D. University ofColorado at Boulder, 
1989. 597pp. Director Roy Klij,•field. Order Number DA8921852 
In order to determine the geological structure and the structural evolution of the eastern Nepal Himalaya 
I spent three years mapping the region. paying particular attention to defining and locating the Main Central 
Thrust (MCT). 
The eastern Nepal Himalaya can be divided into twelve distinct lithologic, metamorphic and structural 
units. These are, from north to south: (I) the Rolwaling ( -Khumbu) Granites, (2) the Rolwaling Para gneisses, 
(3) the Rolwaling (-Khumbu) Migmatites. (4) the Junbesi Group, (5) the Khare Phyllites, (6) the Melung-
Salleri Augen Gneisses, (7) the Dolakha Phyllites. (8) the Suri Dhoban Augen Gneisses, (9) the Ramechap 
Group, (10) the Sun Kosi Phyllites, (II) the Mahabharat Crystallines, and (12) the Sindhuli Granites. 
The MCT is a major lithologic. structural and metamorphic discontinuity along which the Higher 
Himalayan Crystallines (units 1 through 4, 11 and 12) have been thmst at least 100 km over the Lesser 
Himalayan Metasediments (units 5 through lO). Underneath the MCT lies a Zone des Ecailles which consists 
of several hundred to several thousand meters of mylonites, phyllonites and mylonitic augen gneisses formed 
under retrograde metamorphic conditions and showing a southwest-vergent sense-of-shear. 
An inverted metamorphic sequence, related to thrusting along the MCT, is seen in eastern Nepal and is 
defined by increasing metamorphic grade, from the chlorite- to the sillimanite-zones, in successively higher 
structural levels across a section of 30 km . 
Four phases of shear-thrust related. progressive deformation (D 1 through D 4) can be observed in the 
Himalayan thrust pile of eastern Nepal. D 1 is seen both in the presence of isoclinal folds with fold axes oriented 
northeast-southwest, and in the development of a penetrative foliation , S 1. D2 and D3 are observed in the 
development of shear-thrust zones sub-parallel to the MCT and in open to isoclinal, often assymetric-
overturned folds with the fold axes trending northwest-southeast. D 4 has resulted in the formation ofkilometer-
scale folds trending both north-south and east-west. D 4 appears to be related to recent thrusting along a Main 
Detachment Fault and associated splays. including the Main Boundmy Thrust and the Sun Kosi Fault. 
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Undenvood, Benjamin Alan 
The behavior and energetics of high-altitude survival by the Himalayan honey bee,Apis laboriosa. Ph.D. 
Cornell Universi~1~ , 1990. 157pp. Order Number DA9027015 
The principal concern of this study was to explore the adaptations that have enabled Apis laboriosa 
colonies to inhabit the relatively harsh en vi 1:onment of the Himalayan foothills. 
Chapter One explores the seasonal cycle ofA . /aboriosa colonies and concludes that migration plays a key 
role in colony survival. Colonies nest on cliffs at altitudes of 1200 to 3500 m, but the higher altitude sites (above 
about 2500 m) are occupied for only three or four months in summer. Cliff sites below 2000 mare occupied 
for as much as ten months of the year. but even these are abandoned during the cold winter months ofDecember 
and January. 
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Chapter Two narrows the focus somewhat and examines the remarkable wintering strategy of A. laboriosa 
colonies. In late November and early December. colonies abandon their nests high on cliffs and move to 
protected locations near the ground in the surrounding forest at altitudes of about 1800 2000 m. There they 
remain clustered, without building comb, for a period of about two months. Behavioral observations and 
measurements of the core temperature of a \\'inter cluster indicate that the bees tal<e extraordinary measures 
to conserve their energy store. The minimum metabolic rate of a winter cluster is estimated to be about 1.3 
W kg -I Individual bees can chill to temperatures below 4°C before exhibiting adverse affects of the cold. 
Predation pressure (from birds) may explain the selection of winter cluster sites that apparently aid in the 
concealment of swanns. 
Chapter Three reduces the scope of the study to the level of the individual bee through measurements of 
cooling rates and flight temperatures. Flight temperature data from A. cerana and A. dorsa fa workers, as well 
as from A. laboriosa workers, indicate that honey bees have the ability to regulate their thoracic temperatures 
through varying heat production in flight. Apis laboriosa workers seem to fit the pattern of being relatively 
low-powered open-nesters and it is probably their large size that enables them to forage at ambient temperatures 
as low as 10 or l2°C. 
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